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NOTE: THE BOOK COVER HAS BEEN UPDATED WITH A NEW DESIGN.Muscle Car is an

American term used to refer to a range of high-performance automobiles. The peak of this genre ran

from 1960â€™ to 1970â€™ before going out of fashion. Originally sold at an affordable price, a

Muscle Car is characterized by two-door, powered by a high-displacement V8 engine, rear wheel

drive and sports coupe style designed for four or more passengers. In this book, I have included a

selection of the most beautiful Muscle Cars, each one depicted from a front and a rear view, for a

total of 24 ready-to-decorate illustrations. â€¢ 1965 PONTIAC GTO â€¢ 1966 CHEVROLET IMPALA

SS â€¢ 1969 CHEVROLET CAMARO Z28 â€¢ 1969 SHELBY MUSTANG â€¢ 1970 BUICK GSX â€¢

1970 CHEVROLET CHEVELLE SS â€¢ 1970 MERCURY CYCLONE â€¢ 1970 MUSTANG MACH

â€¢ 1970 PLYMOUTH GTX â€¢ 1971 DODGE CHALLENGER â€¢ 1971 PLYMOUTH CUDA â€¢

1972 DODGE CHARGER The book contains also a section that includes all the cars images printed

in a smaller size to allow you to test the colors and techniques before proceeding to work on the

larger images. Pages are printed on one side only.
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I got these for my Grandson and he really liked them - he loves cars

My husband and I both enjoy muscle cars. In our youth, we both had and enjoyed some of these

cars (his was a Chevrolet Impala and I had both a Plymouth Barracuda and a Ford Torino at

different times.) These went by the wayside when the kids were born and gas prices nipped at the



budget but now that we are empty-nesters we are considering purchasing and restoring one. Those

dreams may only be fulfilled by watching Ã¢Â€ÂœCounting CarsÃ¢Â€Â• but in the meantime, we will

both enjoy coloring in this book.There are actually 24 different designs in this coloring book (I think

that the 44 in the products description as I write this review is a typo.) The designs are in full page

size and then, again, in smaller format at the back of the book. That gives you the opportunity to

color them twice in both sizes or to use the smaller page as a test for color samples.Our grandson is

both cars and Ã¢Â€ÂœCarsÃ¢Â€Â• crazy at the moment, so we are coloring these designs for him.

In the sample I show (if my photos show up!), I left the windshield uncolored as I will be attempting

to color in eyes ala Lightning McQueen style for his enjoyment.All of the designs stop well before

the binding. The designs are printed on one side of thin white non-perforated paper. I could easily

get the page to lay flat by slightly breaking the spine. The binding is glued but there is plenty of room

for you to cut a page out if you choose to do so as there is a framing line around each of the

designs. This saves me a lot of time and ink in finishing the design, so I always try to mention it

when the artist includes a frame.As with all CreateSpace coloring books, all of my markers bleed

through and my gel pens either bleed through or leave a distinct shadow on the back of the page. In

India ink artist pens leave a color shadow as well. My coloring pencils work well with paper. My soft

lead goes on nice and thick; however, while my hard lead work well they also leave an indent at the

back of the page. I will use a piece of chipboard or heavy paper behind the page I am working on so

I don't ruin the following page with leaking ink or marring indents.While I could wish for thicker,

perforated paper, it appears that this is the quality that comes from CreateSpace (which is an 

company.) What I really like about the CreateSpace is it is a way that independent artists can get

their work self-published. That way, I get a huge choice of design styles albeit with not the best

paper.

I bought this for my husband and he loves this book! Many of the car coloring books on the market

don't make the car the biggest thing on the page. Considering the books are CAR coloring books,

this doesn't make sense to me. But that is not the case with this book.This book has one sided

pages, so you don't have to worry about ruining the picture on the other side of the page. If you're

going to color the pages in the book, I would suggest putting a page or two between the pages if

your going to use a medium that bleeds.The paper quality is good as well as the outer cover. My

husband is very happy with this muscle car coloring book. Thank you for this!

This is the 1st time I've bought this particular book from Jordan Biggio..it's not cluttered up like other



color books are.. I am far from being an artist..I just like to color..I spend most of my day in an

hospital bed due to my illness. These books are easy and keeps me focused especially when

recieving treatment that is painful....thank you..really enjoy these books....

My fiancÃ©e loves it! The only complaint was the type of colored pencils I had purchased which

was Crayola 12 pack lack of choice of colors. I have ordered him another book with 48 count

Prismcolor pencils.

bought for my hubby and grandson they like the pictures very much not a lot of junk in pictures just

the realistic looking cars very nice books one sided pages too neat looking cars 2 pics of each car 1

is whole and the other half page really nice i would say try them .

This is great for my teenage son. He loves muscle cars and is just getting into coloring. The pictures

are great quality and he has a lot of fun with them. I purchased this product at full price for personal

use.

I got these for my husband as he loves American Muscle Cars. We both now sit in the evening

when the grandkids are gone and color as if we were children.
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